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Apache’s Callater Project, a 
new subsea tie-back to Beryl 
Alpha, illustrates that – 

   

• management innovation  

• leadership  

• behavioural change  

• thinking differently  

 

- can build a foundation for 
success 

 

 

Photograph by Richard Bradley 
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Let’s Add Value 

 

PURPOSE 

To talk about our journey so far and what 
makes it different from “typical” projects. 

 

OBJECTIVE 

Provide context and a perspective. Explore 
particular areas that make the approach to 
delivering Callater stand out as a good 
reference case in today’s environment.   



Subsea 7 
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Change and Transformation Through The Years 

The changing market shapes our journey 
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Our Values  

Core values describe what is most important, 
as we conduct our business. The way we 
behave – with each other, our people, 
clients and suppliers – must reflect those 
values.  

 

If we are not consistent in the way we behave 
then our values remain statements of intent. 

 

Values are a living, breathing part of Subsea 7. 
How we achieve our goals is as important 
as what we achieve. 

 

 

 

Safety 

Integrity 

Innovation 

Performance 

Collaboration 
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• The long established culture at our core 
enables us to quickly adapt our ways of 
working to meet challenges.  

 Motivated and adaptable people 

• We have complete in-house capability for 
project management, detailed design, 
installation engineering, procurement and 
pipeline fabrication.  

 Minimum interfaces provides cost 
 and schedule assurance 

• We operate the largest and most capable 
fleet of Diving Support Vessels in the North 
Sea.  

 Year-round versatility and 
 flexibility 

 

 

 

 

Subsea 7 Today 
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Relationships Are At The Heart of What We Do 

 

 

Relationship 

Trust 

Active & 
Effective 

Leadership 

Behaviour 
& Attitude 

Experience 

Cooperate  

Mutual 
Respect 

Alignment 

Commitment Enthusiasm 



Apache Callater  
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Project Scope 

• The functional design of the Callater 
Pipeline Bundle is similar to the existing 
infrastructure 

• 3.9km Pipeline Bundle comprising 45” 
outer carrier pipe 

• Production and test pipeline, flow and 
return active hot water heating pipelines, 
and controls components 

• Approx. 220t six well slot manifold 
towhead at Callater and 120t tie-in 
manifold towhead at Skene 

• 12.7km electrical controls umbilical 
installed from Beryl Alpha to Callater 

• Tie-in of Callater bundle to existing 
infrastructure and wells at Callater 
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Subsea 7 Wester Fabrication Site, Wick, Scotland 
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Timing 

 

 

 

• Apache engaged us around Q4 2015 

• Pre engineering and management commenced and we engaged key 
suppliers to do the same. Critical path procurement items were 
ordered upon final investment decision 

• We engaged key suppliers early to use standard products and designs 

• Installation will be completed during Q2 2017 

 

 

Early engagement enabled the “one team” 
to make key design decisions early 

We agreed a target cost estimate model complete with a risk & gain 
share mechanism to foster collaboration and best decision making 

for the project. 
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Fit-for-Purpose 

 

 

 

 

• This model and way of working is both 
efficient and effective in terms of risk 
mitigation, cost and schedule reduction 

• Key to us is safety performance, fast 
pace and certainty of delivery, 
predictability of outturn costs and the 
appropriate management of risk  

 

An EPIC project delivered using Subsea 7’s “fit-for-purpose” model, 
utilising Subsea 7 and supplier generated philosophies and 

specifications and meeting Apache’s functional requirements   



Active Leadership  

Influences Behaviour & Culture  
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Why Change? 
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Leadership and Management 

Focus 

Leader Manager 

Have 

Horizon 

Approach 

Decision 

Energy 

Leading people Managing work 

Followers Subordinates 

Long term Short term 

Sets direction Plans detail 

Facilitates Makes 

Passion Control 
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Leadership and Management 

Dynamic 

Leader Manager 

Persuasion 

Risks 

Concern 

Credit 

Blame 

Proactive Reactive 

Sell Tell 

Takes Minimises 

What is right Being right 

Gives Takes 

Takes Blames 



Fostering The Right  

Behaviours & Attitudes 
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Behaviours are Contagious  

Norman Allen 

‘Skill in the art of communication is crucial to leaders success…they 
can accomplish nothing if he cannot communicate effectively’ 



Cooperative Relationship 
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Benefits of a Cooperative Relationship 

 

A cooperative relationship between people or groups 
who agree to share responsibility for achieving some 
specific goal. 
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Conflict Situations 

Inherent stress will always find a way out 

• Misalignment of culture, beliefs, values and behaviours 

• Excessive change 

• Promises are not met 

• One party exhibits a level of commitment lower than the other party 
desires  

• Performance expectations are at unrealistic or unreasonable levels 

• Risks being disproportionate to rewards 

• Contracts are entered into in an unsustainable competitive 
environment 

 

 

 

 

Stress is a state of strain or tension resulting from adverse 
or demanding circumstances. People can only tolerate a 

certain amount before becoming unable to perform   



Approach for a Successful Fit For 
Purpose Project  
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Earlier 

Completion,  

1st Oil or 

Gas 

Engage  

Subsea  

Contractor 

Earlier 

Adding Value From the Start 

Greater 

Cost 

Certainty  
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Key Variables  
Complexity 

Fit-for-Purpose Approach Bespoke Approach 

Project 
Specifications 

• Apache provide functional  
requirements.  

• Subsea 7 and supplier fit- 
for-purpose specs  

• Significant number of project 
specific and operator global 
specifications (potential for 
ambiguity) 

Materials, 
Testing and 
Qualification 

• Minimum per code or risk 
based approach 

• Bespoke and onerous 
requirements 

• Use of pre-qualified where 
available   

• Standardisation 

• Full scale qualification tests 
 

Subsea 7 and 
Supplier 

Documentation 

• Only drawings and 
documents required to 
complete the work   

• Bespoke requirements, 
supporting documentation, 
significantly more 

• Minimal documentation 
reviewed by Apache 

• Every document reviewed by 
multiple people 

• Internal discipline check • Six week review cycle. 
Multiple cycles and 
comments 

2

5 

Fit-for-Purpose Project - Deliverables 
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Key Variables  
Complexity 

Fit-for-Purpose Approach Bespoke Approach 

Progress 
Reporting and 

Control 

• Minimal. Phone calls, face 
to face meeting 

• Basic action register  

• Detailed weekly meeting and 
reporting of all activities 

• Detailed progress curves 

Client Project 
Team  

• Single interface with ad- 
hoc support  

• By exception reporting 
(concerns, issues) 

• Multiple people co located in 
office for project duration 

• Regular meetings and formal 
correspondence  

Selection and 
Management of 

Suppliers 

• Trust Subsea 7. Proven 
suppliers require minimal 
monitoring   

• Use preferred suppliers 
• Audit prior to award 
• Close HSEQ and inspection 

monitoring (duplicate) 

Contract 
Administration  

• Discussion followed up by 
email 

• Formal letters, regular and 
onerous administration 

Interfaces 

• Attend meeting with 
Apache   

• Formal system. Limited 
contact between contracted 
parties   

2

6 

Fit-for-Purpose Project - Activities 
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Apache trust us 
to do what we 

say we’ll do  

No man-
marking. 

Empowered to 
make our own 

decisions 

Supportive 
cooperation at 

every turn from a 
minimal (read 

sufficient) 
Apache project 

team  

Short and sharp 
weekly and 

monthly 
reporting  

Relying on our fit-for-
purpose specifications 

and industry 
standards to meet the 

functional 
requirements 

How Does It Feel To Work on The Project? 

Motivated 
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• People are key to the success of everything we do 

• Behaviour and thinking differently creates opportunities 

Summary 

As business and industry leaders, we must exhibit and promote the 
leadership and drive required to innovate and improvise more at 

every level to unlock opportunities 
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